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Land-use intensification can increase provisioning ecosystem services, such as food and timber production, but it also drives changes
in ecosystem functioning and biodiversity loss, which may ultimately
compromise human wellbeing. To understand how changes in landuse intensity affect the relationships between biodiversity, ecosystem
functions, and services, we built networks from correlations between
the species richness of 16 trophic groups, 10 ecosystem functions, and
15 ecosystem services. We evaluated how the properties of these
networks varied across land-use intensity gradients for 150 forests
and 150 grasslands. Land-use intensity significantly affected network
structure in both habitats. Changes in connectance were larger in
forests, while changes in modularity and evenness were more evident
in grasslands. Our results show that increasing land-use intensity
leads to more homogeneous networks with less integration within
modules in both habitats, driven by the belowground compartment
in grasslands, while forest responses to land management were more
complex. Land-use intensity strongly altered hub identity and module
composition in both habitats, showing that the positive correlations
of provisioning services with biodiversity and ecosystem functions
found at low land-use intensity levels, decline at higher intensity
levels. Our approach provides a comprehensive view of the relationships between multiple components of biodiversity, ecosystem functions, and ecosystem services and how they respond to land use. This
can be used to identify overall changes in the ecosystem, to derive
mechanistic hypotheses, and it can be readily applied to further global
change drivers.
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cosystem services are crucial for human wellbeing, but global
drivers of biodiversity loss and ecosystem change are threatening their supply (1). To understand these impacts, it is critical to
investigate the relationships between biodiversity, ecosystem
functioning, and ecosystem services (2, 3), and how global change
drivers, such as land-use intensification, affect them. Here, we
refer to ecosystem functions as ecological processes that indirectly
benefit to people, such as enzymatic activities contributing to
nutrient cycling in soils (4). Ecosystem services can be defined as
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direct benefits or contributions of nature to people, often grouped
into provisioning services (e.g., food and timber production),
regulating services (e.g., climate-change mitigation via carbon
storage and temperature buffering), and cultural services (e.g.,
recreational and educational opportunities) (5). Evidence from
experimental and observational research shows that the diversity
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Methods
Study Area. The study plots are part of the large-scale and long-term Biodiversity Exploratories project (http://www.biodiversity-exploratories.de/),
which comprises 300 forest and grassland plots distributed across three regions in Germany; the UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization) Biosphere Reserve Schwäbische Alb in the SouthWest, the National Park Hainich and its surroundings in the center, and
the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve Schorfheide-Chorin in the North-East. The
three regions differ substantially in geology, climate, and topography, covering a range of almost 3 °C in mean annual temperature and 500–1,000 mm
in annual precipitation (36). In each region, 50 forest plots of 100 m × 100 m
and 50 grassland plots of 50 m × 50 m were installed along gradients of landuse intensity representative for each region. The forest gradient ranges from
unmanaged European beech forests (the dominant tree species in our study
area) to conifer plantations of Scots pine or Norway spruce. The grassland
gradient ranges from traditionally managed, extensively grazed grasslands
to intensively managed, heavily fertilized and frequently grazed or mown,
grasslands (36).
Land Use, Biodiversity, Ecosystem Functions, and Ecosystem Services.
Land-use intensity. We assessed the intensity of land use in each plot using
established indices for grasslands and forests. In grasslands, the index was the
sum of the standardized intensities of mowing (number of cuts per year),
fertilization (kg of N·ha−1·y−1), and grazing (livestock units·ha−1·y−1) (37). We
calculated the index for the entire period of data collection (i.e., from 2008
to 2015) and calculated the average across years for each plot. In forests, the
management intensity index was based on: (i) the ratio of harvested volume
to the total wood volume (including standing, harvested, and dead wood),
(ii) the proportional volume of nonnative tree species (i.e., not occurring in
the stands under natural conditions), and (iii) the proportion of deadwood
with saw cuts, all of which represent different aspects of forest management
intensity (38).
Biodiversity. Diversities were measured for various groups of bacteria, protists,
soil fungi, plant pathogenic fungi (only for grasslands), bryophytes, lichens,
vascular plants, and arthropods. We classified all species into 16 trophic
groups (SI Appendix, Table S1). We used the species richness (or richness of
operational taxonomic units, OTU) of each trophic group in our analyses. As
different diversities were measured in different years (between 2008 and
2014), we used the year with most records per trophic group for the
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intensification, forage quality may become less dependent on soil
functions because it is determined by rates of fertilizer addition
(13, 33, 34). Fourth, a shift in hub identity (i.e., the most connected nodes with the highest weighted degree; Fig. 1E) could
arise when correlations among trophic groups change with land
use (18, 35). We expect that cultural and regulating services are
integrated into modules and are hubs at low land-use intensity,
while provisioning services become hubs at high land-use intensity. Determining how these different network metrics are altered by land-use intensification can therefore provide a more
integrated view of land-use effects on biodiversity, ecosystem
functioning, and service supply.
Here, we use correlation networks to provide a holistic view of
the effects of land-use intensity on the relationships between the
biodiversity of multiple trophic groups, ecosystem functions, and
ecosystem services for two major temperate ecosystems: grasslands and forests. In particular, we hypothesize that increasing
land-use intensity will: (i) change network structure by reducing
connectance and modularity and increasing evenness (Fig. 1 A–C);
(ii) alter the composition of network modules (Fig. 1D), and (iii)
shift the identity of network hubs (Fig. 1E). We use a unique
dataset containing species richness of 16 trophic groups, 10 ecosystem functions, and 15 ecosystem services, assessed in 300 plots,
distributed along gradients of land-use intensity in forests and
grasslands (Fig. 1F). We identify the key nodes in each ecosystem
and analyze how land-use intensity affects ecosystem structure by
altering the linkages between biodiversity, ecosystem functions,
and services. Finally, we discuss potential implications of our approach for the management of these ecosystems and show that
biodiversity–function–service networks provide a complementary
way to characterize land-use effects on ecosystems.

SUSTAINABILITY
SCIENCE

of various groups of organisms has distinct effects on functions (6),
with multiple trophic groups involved in supplying any given
function (e.g., diversity of decomposers, predators, and plants
determine primary productivity; ref. 7). Similarly, multiple functions are often needed to supply particular services (e.g., nutrient
cycling, water infiltration, and decomposition rates all influence
crop production; ref. 8). Therefore, ecosystem services are affected by changes in diversity across multiple trophic groups and
changes in multiple ecosystem functions (6, 7, 9–11). Previous
approaches to quantifying overall diversity and functioning have
relied on integrated indices such as multidiversity and multifunctionality (6, 12, 13). As these indices average across diversities
and functions, they may underestimate diversity–functioning relationships if trophic groups have opposing effects on functioning
and may also miss shifts in the identity of organisms or functions
that drive ecosystem service supply with changes in environmental
conditions. We therefore need complementary approaches that
examine the individual interactions between multiple diversities
(i.e., the biodiversity of multiple trophic groups), functions, and
services (3) and provide informative metrics quantifying how these
interactions vary with global change drivers or other environmental changes. Network theory provides powerful tools to deal
with highly complex systems (e.g., involving interactions between
millions of social media users (14) or microbial species (15)) and
metrics summarizing the interactions among multiple entities (16).
Network metrics (Table 1) can, thus, be used to provide integrated
measures of biodiversity–ecosystem function–service relationships
and to determine how these relationships change between ecosystems or along gradients of global-change drivers.
It is well known that land use affects biodiversity and ecosystem
functioning (17–19). However, we know very little about how landuse intensity simultaneously alters the relationships between diversities, functions, and services, as very few studies have collected
detailed quantitative data on multiple organism groups, functions,
and services from the same sites. To address this question, we built
tripartite correlation networks in which each node is a trophic
group, ecosystem function, or service (i.e., three node types), and
the strength of each link is the correlation coefficient between
nodes of different types (i.e., between the species richness of a
given trophic group, the level of a particular ecosystem function or
an ecosystem service) (20) (see Fig. 1 for illustrations of network
terminology). As correlations can be positive or negative, we built
separate networks for the synergies (positive correlations) and for
the trade-offs (negative correlations).
We focused on four key network metrics—connectance,
evenness, modularity, and hubs—that are expected to change
with land-use intensity (Fig. 1). First, increasing land-use intensity has been shown to reduce multitrophic diversity (18, 21), to
disrupt relationships between taxa (22, 23), and to reduce ecosystem functioning (13). It is therefore plausible that land-use
intensity would reduce the overall connectance (i.e., number and
strength of the correlations; ref. 24 and Fig. 1A) of the
biodiversity–function–service synergy network either by: (i) reducing the diversity of trophic groups until they become functionally extinct (25), (ii) disrupting ecological interactions
themselves (26), or (iii) increasing trade-offs (e.g., in high landuse intensity grasslands, forage quality and biomass are strongly
favored, at the expense of other functions and services and
multitrophic diversity; refs. 27 and 28). Second, networks could
also be homogenized if their evenness (i.e., homogeneity in
correlation strength; ref. 29 and Fig. 1C) is increased because
strong synergies are lost, leaving many weak links. Third, a decrease in modularity (i.e., the degree of network compartmentalization; refs. 30 and 31 and Fig. 1B) and change in module
composition (Fig. 1D) is expected if functions become driven by
a small number of less specialized trophic groups (32) or if
ecosystem services come to depend more on external human
inputs than on ecosystem functions. For example, under land-use

Table 1. Glossary of network metrics and definitions applied to this study
Network metric

Ecological meaning

Different components of the ecosystem that
interact (e.g., depend upon each other or have
an effect on each other) and eventually affect
human wellbeing.
Link (aka Edge)
A positive (or negative) correlation between two Presence of a synergy (i.e., positive correlation) or
nodes and its weight (i.e., absolute Spearman
trade-off (i.e., negative correlation) between two
correlation coefficient).
components of the ecosystem.
Degree (Li)
Number of positive (or negative) links of node i. Strength of the synergies (or trade-offs) associated
to a particular component of the ecosystem.
Node with the largest synergies for other
Hub
Most connected node of the network, i.e., node
with largest D (a weighted degree metric, see Eq. components of the network. It represents trophic
groups or functions of high importance for the
1). In this study, we define three hubs in a
functioning of the whole system or the services
network, i.e., for biodiversity, ecosystem
that are most connected to biodiversity and
function, and ecosystem service nodes,
ecosystem functions (i.e., the trophic group most
separately.
(Eq. 1) D = Li * LWi; where LWi is the absolute mean correlated to ecosystem functions and services,
weight of all links of node i (see Eq. 2).
the ecosystem function linked to most ecosystem
(Eq. 2) LWi = Σ pcc/(n−1); where pcc are the
services, or the ecosystem service most strongly
absolute partial correlation coefficients of node i correlated to biodiversity and ecosystem
and n is the number of nodes of the network.
functions).
Note that in synergy networks, negative
correlation coefficients are set to 0 and included
in the count of n (vice versa for trade-off
networks).
Connectance (L) (aka Weighted Density or Proportion of positive (or negative) links from all Importance of synergies in the ecosystem in
Connectivity)
possible links in the network, weighted by the
relation to trade-offs (opposite for trade-off
strength of the links (see Eq. 3).
networks). High connectance indicates that many
(Eq. 3) = Σpcc/(n*(n−1)/2); where pcc are the
different trophic groups are important in driving
absolute partial correlation coefficients and n is
functioning or service supply and that many
the number of nodes of the network.
different ecosystem functions are related to
several services. In contrast, low connectance
indicates a simpler system in which only a few
trophic groups or functions are related to a
function or service.
Module
Group of nodes highly connected among them and A group of ecosystem components with strong
loosely connected to others, according to the
synergies among them. E.g., ecosystem services
cluster walktrap algorithm (44).
most linked to a particular trophic group or
function, or the ecosystem functions related to a
specific trophic group.
Modularity
Strength of the partition of a network into
Dominance of highly synergistic groups of
modules (43).
components in the ecosystem. In a highly
modular network, different trophic groups drive
distinct functions and services, while in a less
modular network each trophic group affects a
wide range of functions or services.
Evenness
Pielou’s evenness of the link strengths in the
Homogeneity in the strength of the synergies (or
trade-offs) in the ecosystem (64). Considering the
network
same number of links, high evenness indicates
that functional effects of different trophic
groups, or function-service relationships, are
similar in correlation strength, whereas low
evenness indicates that ecosystem functioning or
service supply is dominated by a few trophic
groups or functions.
Downloaded at Helmholtz Zentrum Muenchen - Zentralbibliothek on December 2, 2020

Node (aka Vertex)

Definition
Each element in the network; here: biodiversity
(species richness of trophic groups), ecosystem
functions, and ecosystem services.

See Fig. 1 for expected changes in network metrics with land-use intensity. aka, also known as.

analyses. See SI Appendix, Supplementary Methods for detailed descriptions
of the measurement procedures for each trophic group.
Ecosystem functions. Ten different ecosystem functions (eight in grasslands and
six in forests) were measured across all 300 plots. In grasslands, these comprised belowground productivity (root biomass), root decomposition, dung
removal, enzymatic activities related to the carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus
cycles, and indices of nitrogen and phosphorus retention. In forests, they
comprised root and dung decomposition, enzymatic activities related to the
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carbon and phosphorus cycles, and concentrations of available nitrogen and
phosphorus. Variables were transformed if necessary (i.e., 1/x), so that high
values of all variables indicate high ecosystem functioning, i.e., rapid and
efficient transfer of energy and matter through the ecosystem. See SI Appendix, Supplementary Methods for details.
Ecosystem services. Fifteen different proxies of potential ecosystem service
supply were assessed (eight in grasslands and nine in forests), spanning the
three main categories of provisioning, regulating, and cultural services (5).
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Fig. 1. Predicted changes in network metrics with land–use intensity. (A–E) Simplified representation of our tripartite networks where biodiversity (BD),
ecosystem functions (EF), and services (ES) are the nodes and the correlation between each pair of nodes is the link connecting them (thickness proportional to
correlation strength). In E, node size is proportional to the number of positive correlations involving that node. (F) Distribution of the sampled plots along
gradients of land-use intensity and management examples in grasslands (Upper) and forests (Lower). Land-use intensity is defined after ref. 37 for grasslands
and ref. 38 for forests.

In grasslands, forage biomass and quality were the provisioning services;
herbivore control, soil-carbon stocks, and infiltration rate the regulating
services; and charismatic butterflies and bird-watching potential the cultural
services (6). In forests, timber production was the provisioning service;

Felipe-Lucia et al.

biological pest control of bark beetles, temperature regulation, soil and tree
carbon stocks the regulating services; edible fungi and edible plants, plants
of cultural value, and bird-watching potential the cultural services (39). See
SI Appendix, Supplementary Methods for details and rationale.
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Modularity (scaled)

Connectance (scaled)

Statistical Analyses. All analyses were performed using R version 3.6.2 (40).
See SI Appendix, Data availability for R script.
Data preparation. We pooled the biodiversity, ecosystem function, and ecosystem service datasets separately for forests and grasslands and rescaled
all variables between 0 and 1 prior to the analyses using the formula StV =
(x − xmin)/(xmax − xmin); where StV is the standardized variable, x is the target
variable and xmin, xmax are the minimum and maximum value across all plots,
respectively. To remove the effect of environmental variables on the relationships, we used residuals after fitting a linear model with region, elevation, topographic wetness index, soil type, soil depth, and soil pH in the
grassland dataset (6); in the forest dataset we included region, elevation, soil
type, soil depth, and soil pH (39). See SI Appendix, Supplementary Methods
for a description of the environmental variables.
To assess the effect of increasing land-use intensity on the correlations
between diversities, functions, and services, we used a moving-window approach. We sorted the plots along the land-use intensity gradient, from
minimum to maximum land-use intensity, separately for forests and grasslands, and identified the minimum window size (i.e., minimum number of
plots) that allowed us to compute all pairwise partial correlations. These
were 60 and 50 plots per window block in grasslands and forests, respectively. This difference was due to differences in the number of nodes and
missing plots in each habitat. Missing plots were dropped individually for
each pairwise correlation using the “pairwise.complete.observation” mode.
Therefore, we ended up with 91 windows of 60 plots in grasslands and 101
windows of 50 plots in forests. We calculated the mean land-use intensity for
each window, resulting in a land-use intensity gradient ranging from 1.16 to
2.17 in grasslands (gradient across individual plots from 0.5 to 3.5) and a
gradient from 0.53 to 1.97 in forests (full gradient 0–3). For each window, we
calculated partial pairwise Spearman correlations between each pair of
variables using an adapted version of the pcor.test function (see SI Appendix, Data availability for R script) (41). We used partial correlations to control
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for potential spurious correlations arising from collinearity (41) (i.e., caused
by a shared driver); in this way, when correlating, e.g., a diversity variable “x”
with a function value “y,” the correlation coefficient would be corrected for all
other diversity, function, and service variables (“z1-n”). This is a very conservative approach because it removes all shared variance between pairs of
variables. Because we were interested in tripartite relationships (i.e., across
node types; see Table 1 for a definition of nodes and node types), we ignored
all correlations between nodes of the same type, meaning we only allowed
correlations between biodiversity and ecosystem functions, between biodiversity and ecosystem services, and between ecosystem functions and services
(Fig. 1). To facilitate the interpretation of the results, we calculated separate
networks for positive (synergies) and negative correlations (trade-offs), while
network modules and hubs were only calculated for the synergy networks.
Network analyses. The partial correlations from each window were converted
to a network graph object and analyzed using the R package igraph (42). For
each network, we calculated connectance, modularity, and evenness
(Table 1) for the synergy and trade-off networks separately. For connectance, we used the function “strength” in igraph, including the correlation coefficient as a weight (42). For modularity, we used the “cluster
walktrap” algorithm (43) in igraph, which separates densely connected
subgraphs via random walks, and used correlation coefficients as weights.
For evenness, we used the vegan package (44). We calculated all metrics for
100 randomizations of the dataset along the land-use intensity gradient to
compare our results with random expectations (45) (SI Appendix, Extended
Results). We fitted generalized additive models (GAMs) to analyze the effect
of land-use intensity on these metrics using the mgcv package (46). We
smoothed the fitted response by setting the k attribute of the GAMs as large
as possible, while avoiding unexpected “wiggliness” of the curve (47) and
ensuring normality of the residuals. We repeated the same procedure with
subsets of the networks to test for additional potential drivers, such as differences between link types (i.e., separate networks for biodiversity-functioning,
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Fig. 2. Standardized effects of land-use intensity on the structure of both positive (synergies, blue lines) and negative (trade-offs, red lines) correlation
networks (connectance, modularity, and evenness) for 150 forests (A, C, and E) and 150 grasslands (B, D, and F). y axes represent the scaled effects (i.e., mean
0, SD 1); note the different scales. x axes are based on different land-use intensity indices in each ecosystem type (see main text for details). Shadows represent
the 95% CIs of the fitted GAMs. All effects are significant except those indicated as n.s. (not significant) (SI Appendix, Table S2). See further details in
SI Appendix, Fig. S1.
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Effects of Land-Use Intensity on Network Structure. Land-use intensity significantly affected network structure in forests and grasslands
(SI Appendix, Table S2). In both ecosystem types, connectance showed
a nonlinear response to land-use intensity, with an overall increase in
the synergy networks (i.e., number and strength of the positive correlations) and overall decrease in the trade-off networks (i.e., based on
negative correlations), although forests showed more complex responses than grasslands. At high land-use intensity, connectance was
similar in both synergy and trade-off networks, in both ecosystem types
(Fig. 2 A and B). Changes in connectance can be driven either by
changes in the number of synergies and trade-offs or by changes in the
strength of individual synergies or trade-offs. With increasing land-use
intensity, synergies became more numerous (SI Appendix, Fig. S2),
while changes in strength were minor (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). Interestingly, the quantile regressions showed a decrease in strong synergies
at high land-use intensity in grasslands, although there were no
changes in forests (SI Appendix, Fig. S3B). Changes in grassland
connectance seem to be driven by biodiversity–functioning relationships (green line in SI Appendix, Fig. S4B), while in forests these were
not driven by any specific linkage type, as the connectance between
biodiversity–function, biodiversity–service, and function–service subnetworks responded in similar ways (SI Appendix, Fig. S4A).
Modularity in the synergy networks decreased with land-use
intensity in grasslands, but in the trade-off networks, it did not
change with grassland or forest land-use intensity (Fig. 2 C and
D). Evenness (i.e., similarity in the strength of correlations) in
the synergy networks increased with land-use intensity in both
ecosystem types, while in the trade-off networks, evenness was
similar at high and low land-use intensity (Fig. 2 E and F). The
combined changes in modularity and evenness show that synergy
networks became more homogeneous with increasing land-use
intensity. In grasslands, this effect was driven by the combination
of biodiversity–function and function–service relationships, as
the correlations between biodiversity and ecosystem services
showed the opposite trend (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 D and F). In
forests, the separate relationships responded more similarly (SI
Appendix, Fig. S4 C and E).
When analyzing aboveground and belowground networks
separately, we found that they responded similarly (SI Appendix,
Fig. S5). However, our results suggest that the belowground
compartment may drive the general response to land-use intensity in grasslands, while both compartments seem similarly important in driving the responses to forest management (see SI
Appendix, Extended Results, Above- and belowground comparison). Our overall results differed from random expectations (SI
Appendix, Fig. S6) and were robust to the exclusion of nonsignificant correlations (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 and Extended Results).
Effects of Land-Use Intensity on Module Composition and Hub
Identity. In both grasslands and forests, we observed a shift in

the module composition of synergy networks with land use
Felipe-Lucia et al.

Discussion
Our results show that increasing land-use intensity leads to more
homogeneous networks with less integration within modules in
both habitats and a loss of strong synergies in grasslands. In
grasslands, this effect was driven by the responses of the belowground compartment to land management, particularly by
biodiversity–function and function–service relationships, while
forest responses to land management were more complex. Our
first hypothesis regarding changes in connectance with increasing
management can only be partially supported (Fig. 1A), as we did
not find an overall decrease with increasing management intensity, although at high intensity levels connectance clearly decreased in forests and strong synergies decreased in grasslands.
The peak in connectance at intermediate land-use intensity in
forests is intriguing and might suggest that there are different
sets of diversities, functions, and services connected at low versus
at high land-use intensity, and that intermediate intensity levels
contain links between the two different sets. The overall decline
in connectance of the trade-off networks might suggest overall
PNAS | November 10, 2020 | vol. 117 | no. 45 | 28145
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Results

intensity. At low land-use intensity in the grasslands, there were
three modules: one with soil microbial diversity, soil nutrient
cycling, regulating services, and forage quality (Fig. 3 A, a); another with forage biomass (Fig. 3 A, b); and the third clustering
aboveground diversities and cultural services, together with decomposition (Fig. 3 A, c). At high land-use intensity, these
modules were disrupted (see SI Appendix, Extended Results,
Changes in module composition), and there was a general decrease in modularity. In forests, at low land-use intensity we
identified three clear modules, related to nutrient cycling
(Fig. 3 B, b), old-growth forests (Fig. 3 B, c), and open forest
glades (Fig. 3 B, d), with regulating and cultural services scattered across the modules. These modules were also rearranged
with intensification of land use (SI Appendix, Extended Results).
Land-use intensification altered connections between the
highly connected nodes (hubs) and the other nodes, significantly
affecting the weighted node degree D (i.e., the average strength
of connection to other nodes) and hub identity in both habitats
(SI Appendix, Table S6). However, the mechanism behind this
effect may differ in each habitat. For example, increasing landuse intensity in grasslands decreased forage biomass D, indicating a reduction in the strength of the correlations between this
provisioning service and biodiversity and ecosystem functions.
However, we also found that increasing management in forests
also decreased D for temperature regulation, tree carbon stock,
and edible fungi, which could indicate that regulating and cultural services lose more connections with increasing management in forests (SI Appendix, Table S6).
The identity of biodiversity hubs, i.e., the trophic groups most
connected to functions and services, shifted from protists, at low
land-use intensity in grasslands, to plant pathogens at intermediate
levels and bacterial diversity at high land-use intensity, supporting
the general importance of belowground diversity in grasslands
(Fig. 4B). In ecosystem functions, we found a shift in grassland hubs
from nitrogen cycling enzymes to root biomass at high land-use intensity (Fig. 4D). In contrast, ecosystem service hubs in grasslands were
dominated by soil carbon at most intensity levels (Fig. 4F). In forests,
plant diversity was the biodiversity hub at most land-use intensity
levels, which could be related to an increase in understory diversity in
more open managed forests (Fig. 4A). We also found a shift in forest
function hubs from root decomposition at low land-use intensity to
enzymatic activities related to carbon and phosphorus cycling at intermediate and high land-use intensity, respectively (Fig. 4C), which
could also be linked to more conifer plantations (which are richer
in phosphorus) in intensively managed forests. The shift in hubs
was also evident for forest ecosystem services: from bird-watching
potential at low intensity, via plants of cultural value at intermediate levels to timber production at high intensity levels (Fig. 4E).
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biodiversity-services, and functioning-services), and compartment (i.e., aboveground and belowground networks). We also investigated the change in correlation strength by quantiles using the package quantreg (48).
We compared the composition of the network modules at lowest and
highest intensity levels in each habitat using the “cluster Louvain” algorithm
in igraph, based on a hierarchical approach which assigns nodes to modules
(weighted by their correlation coefficients) and identifies the assignment
which maximizes modularity across the network while maintaining a balanced number of modules. Note that the existence and composition of the
modules in a network is independent from its modularity value, meaning
that modules can be created even if the modularity value of the network is
low. Figures were depicted using the ggplot package (49).
Finally, we identified the most connected biodiversity, ecosystem function,
and ecosystem service nodes (i.e., the hubs, see Table 1) and analyzed the
effect of land-use intensity on nodes’ D (i.e., weighted node degree) by
fitting GLMs with the interaction of land-use intensity and node identity.
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Fig. 3. Module composition of synergy networks and changes from the networks at the lowest land-use intensity level (left modules) to the highest land-use
intensity level (right modules) in grasslands (A) and forests (B). Gray shades indicate the change in module composition from the low management intensity
network: black nodes for biodiversity, blue for ecosystem functions, and red for ecosystem services.

increased integration of the ecosystem at high intensity levels,
however, it may also reflect a loss of integration within modules
(see below). It is therefore important to consider changes in
strength and number of correlations, alongside overall measures
of connectance.
Changes in modularity align also with our second hypothesis
regarding module composition (Fig. 1D). Our findings support
our expectation of changes from clearly defined modules at low
land-use intensity to modules with undefined roles at high landuse intensity. The existence of clearly defined modules at low
land-use intensity can be explained by the larger number of
trade-offs found in these networks (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Hence,
our results suggest that at low land-use intensity levels there are
unavoidable trade-offs, and maximizing belowground functions
and provisioning services is not possible at the same time as
maximizing aboveground diversity and cultural services. These
trade-offs lead to a system which is strongly integrated within
28146 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.2016210117

modules but with trade-offs between the modules. The rearrangement of modules at high intensity levels could be related to declines
in aboveground diversities and cultural services, leading to a loss of
synergies between them. Additionally, in grasslands, this could be
due to the decoupling of provisioning services from soil functioning
and microbial diversity (33, 34). Similar to effects of land use on the
composition of trophic-group modules (16, 33), our results show
how land-use intensity changes the composition of biodiversity–
function–service modules. These results agree with studies indicating shifts in the bundles of functions and services (28, 50), and the
trophic groups driving these functions and services (51), with landuse intensification. It also supports our third hypothesis (Fig. 1E),
showing a change in the identity of the most connected ecosystem
functions and services with land-use intensification (51).
The observed decrease in modularity and increase in evenness
with land-use intensity in synergy networks agrees with our hypotheses (Fig. 1 B and C). Although this effect was clearer in
Felipe-Lucia et al.
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Fig. 4. Effect of land-use intensity on weighted node degree (D) of biodiversity (A and B), ecosystem functions (C and D), and ecosystem services nodes (E and
F) for 150 forests (A, C, and E) and 150 grasslands (B, D, and F). Hubs are the nodes with largest D. Note different scales in the y axes and that only synergy
networks are represented.

grasslands, modularity in forests had a nonlinear response to
management intensity. Our findings show that increasing landuse intensity led to a loss of strong synergies and to more homogeneous sets of interactions between biodiversity, functions,
Felipe-Lucia et al.

and services with less integrated modules. This is somewhat
analogous to biotic homogenization, where intensively managed
systems lose β-diversity (i.e., diversity among plots) and end up
with very similar community compositions (23). Our results, thus,
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Node degree (D)

3

extend previous results showing a loss of correlations between
local and regional diversities (i.e., α (22) and β (23), respectively)
of different groups with land-use intensification.
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Management Implications of Our Study. The responses observed in

both grasslands and forests suggest that although the management
methods causing land-use intensification are very different in the
two ecosystem types, there are common patterns in how they affect synergies and trade-offs between biodiversity, ecosystem
functions, and services. So far, monitoring of environmental
change effects focused on indicator taxa or particular ecosystem
attributes, e.g., plant spatial patterns in drylands (52). However,
our network approach can provide additional information on
which are the key ecosystem attributes to monitor in order to
identify important shifts in temperate forests and grasslands,
complementing studies on drylands (53) and aquatic ecosystems
(54). This can be done at two levels: the network level, representing ecosystem responses, and the node level, representing the
responses of particular relationships in the ecosystem.
At the ecosystem level, we found that network metrics could
identify thresholds of land-use intensity at which major shifts in
biodiversity–function–service relationships occur, i.e., when the
correlations existing at lower intensity levels are lost with increasing
management intensity. For example, the shift in connectance in
forests could be taken as an early warning signal of ecosystem change
(53, 54). We also found that extensively managed systems had
high integration within modules and also trade-offs between
modules, meaning that different low intensity systems may deliver different bundles of functions and services, calling for a
high heterogeneity in management across landscapes (39).
At the node level, our findings suggest that by identifying the
most connected nodes (i.e., network hubs) and their relationships,
we could prioritize particularly relevant groups of organisms or
functions as targets for precise and efficient management and
monitoring protocols (55, 56). For example, in our case, monitoring changes in plants and herbivorous arthropods in forests and
soil microbes and plant pathogens in grasslands would be particularly important as changes in the species richness of these trophic
groups may cascade to alter ecosystem functions and services (3,
57). Indeed, other studies found comparable weakening of
ecosystem function and services hubs, suggesting a shift from
biotically controlled to geochemically dependent or human
coproduced ecosystem services in intensively managed systems
(33, 34, 53, 57, 58). The measure of node connectance used to
identify the hubs (i.e., D) can also be used as an approach to
identify winners and losers of land-use intensification (Fig. 4).
Nodes with increasing D had more and stronger positive correlations with other nodes as land-use intensity increased (e.g.,
forage quality in grasslands or aboveground herbivorous arthropods in forests), while nodes with decreasing D lost positive
correlations and became less integrated or dependent of the
system (e.g., aboveground herbivorous arthropods in grasslands
or tree carbon stock in forests) (SI Appendix, Table S6).
In practice, these results indicate that any increment in landuse intensity will be reflected in changes in the relationships
between biodiversity, ecosystem functions, and services. Particularly, we show that connectance decreases in forests and strong
synergies decrease in grasslands at high intensity levels, meaning
high land-use intensity is not sustainable. Managers should be
aware of these changes to avoid undesired trade-offs and reduce
land-use intensity levels to those that promote desirable biodiversity–
function–service relationships. While we expect our results to be fairly
generalizable given the extensive dataset and variety of trophic groups,
functions, and services included, our results should be interpreted with
caution when trying to generalize to a different set of services,
functions, or organisms. Examples of common practices along the
land-use intensity gradient in forests and grasslands are given in
Fig. 1F; however, we acknowledge that multiple alternative
28148 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.2016210117

management approaches can lead to the same levels of management intensity and network structure (37, 38).
Connecting Networks across Scales. Our approach summarizes
changes in the relationships between biodiversity, functions, and
services across gradients of land use within a virtual landscape
created by aggregating plots. It can readily be applied to understand
how other global change drivers, such as climate change, alter spatial
connections between ecosystem components. However, our approach does not consider the spatial position of the grasslands or
forest patches within our virtual landscapes, and a further extension
of the approach could consider these spatial relationships, for instance by weighting correlations by geographic distance. It would also
be possible to consider different spatial scales for different relationships: For instance, plant diversity and pollination might be
connected over larger spatial scales than bacterial diversity and
soil nutrient cycling. In addition, our approach could be extended
to consider even larger scale connections, such as telecouplings
derived from trade and tourism (59, 60), and to investigate sustainability challenges in social-ecological systems (56, 61, 62).
Our study can help in developing and testing new hypotheses
to investigate changes in the overall network; in subnetworks of
particular linkages types, habitats, or nodes; and it can be applied
to other environmental changes. Constructing networks to address these questions requires detailed information on the diversities of multiple trophic groups, measurements of multiple
ecosystem functions, and proxies for key services. Only integrated research programs can deliver this type of data, and we
therefore call for more projects measuring multiple groups,
functions, and services in other systems.

Conclusion
Our approach of constructing biodiversity–function–service networks complements the information provided by commonly used
metrics such as multidiversity and multifunctionality (3, 6).
Networks of biodiversity–function–service relationships simultaneously account for all three interactions between the node types
and take the original relationships into account, instead of averaging them. Metrics like connectance, evenness, modularity,
and hubs, therefore, provide a complementary perspective on
multitrophic diversity–function relationships and enable alternative insights into the structure and functioning of ecosystems
and their connections to human wellbeing. This approach has
proven useful (i) to identify key groups of synergistic ecosystem
components (i.e., modules), (ii) to detect changes in module
composition and key components (i.e., hubs) related to land use,
and (iii) to show that land-use intensification tends to homogenize biodiversity–functioning–service relationships and lead to a
system with less strong synergies and integration within modules.
Our analyses provide a comprehensive overview of ecosystem
responses to land use and show that changes in connectance were
larger in forests, while changes in modularity and evenness were more
evident in grasslands. Land-use intensity strongly altered module
composition and hub identity in both ecosystems. Our findings demonstrate that the positive correlations of provisioning services with
biodiversity and ecosystem functions can be strengthened up to intermediate land-use intensity levels but decline at higher levels.
These results allow us to develop mechanistic hypotheses linking land
use to ecosystem functions and the services they provide to humanity.
Data Availability. The individual datasets used in the analyses can

be accessed from BEXIS (Biodiversity Exploratories Information
System) via https://www.bexis.uni-jena.de/PublicData/SearchPublicData.aspx—see the IDs provided in parentheses in SI
Appendix Supplementary Methods for individual datasets and SI
Appendix Data Availability for assembled datasets. Note that
some datasets might be subject to an embargo period. In these
cases, the interested user should register in BEXIS and request
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